Campaign Toolkit

28th September - 4th October 2020
Toolkit and resources for participating Fire and Rescue Services
#SafeHome20

Key Messages
Improving the standard of detection in homes will reduce casualties and
fatalities from fire and carbon monoxide poisoning
The campaign will focus on detection in the home and the most up to date messaging and best practice as reflected in
NFCC's home detection and carbon monoxide (CO) position statements.
The campaign will promote the NFCC position statement across the UK Fire and Rescue Service and also raise awareness
of the changes in Scotland's home detection legislation which was welcomed by NFCC.
More information about the position statements and the consultation reports can be found on the NFCC website
FRS Detection Data Summary (2018) - https://bit.ly/2ElOahX
Domestic Fire Detection Position Statement - https://bit.ly/3lbHALv
Carbon Monoxide - Position Statement - https://bit.ly/3lfS38E
Key messages
- Prevention advice so incidents do not happen
- Promote the installation of alarms
- Ensure the right alarms are installed in the right places
- Troubleshooting detectors in the home
- Replace alarms after 10 years
- Sealed units help prevent removal and tampering of batteries
- Be alert to alarms and the symptoms of CO poisoning
Fire prevention messaging for the home is established and can be used alongside this toolkit. We will include some CO
prevention messaging as part of this toolkit but additional information is available from Gas Safe and Chimney Fire Safety
Week resources to suppliment.

National Statistics 2018-19
Accidental dwelling fires and smoke alarms
There were 33,428 accidental dwelling fires in the UK in 2018-19 which is decrease of 4.45% on 2017-18.
In 2018/19 254 fatalities occurred in the UK due to accidental dwelling fires.
In 21% of accidental dwelling fires in the UK the smoke alarm failed to operate* - (England 27% Wales 15% and Scotland 12%)
10% of failures* were due to missing or defective batteries
50%* due to smoke not reaching the detector or area not covered by the detector
Even when an alarm is installed statistics show that in the event of a fire they may not always activate. The most common reason for this
occurring is due to smoke failing to reach the detector.
Reasons such as not enough detectors or detectors not in the right places and degradation of detection sensors in smoke alarms may
contribute to this statistic.
Fire services continue to encourage testing and replacing of batteries which is import in reducing the number of battery failures.
But there is also an issue around the placement and number of detectors for dwellings which is needed to decrease the 50% of failures. This may be
because of the mindset that smoke alarms should be placed in landings and hallways - the least likely places for an accidental dwelling fire to start, and
failure rate due to fire and smoke having to significantly develop to reach alarms cited in those areas.
In addition to having alarms in hallways and landings people should be encouraged to install in the rooms that are used most - those are the rooms
which accidental dwelling fires are likely to start.

Carbon monoxide
It is estimated that accidental CO poisoning results in around 50 deaths a year in the UK and hundreds of injuries some of which may have long term
consequences. However, this may not be the full picture and part of future work of the NFCC will assist with national collection of CO incident data to
start build a full picture of the CO issue**. But the crux of the matter is those cases we know of are preventable deaths and injuries.

*Excludes Northern Ireland
**https://www.nationalfirechiefs.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/NFCC%20Guidance%20publications/NFCC%20Position%20papers%202020/Prevention/
NFCC_Carbon_monoxide_safety_Position_statement.pdf
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Press Release

Be alert to alarms for a safer home
Alarms save lives and in the event of a fire or carbon monoxide (CO) incident they can provide precious time to escape. The National Fire
Chiefs Council (NFCC) and name of FRS, are highlighting the importance of installing alarms as part of Home Safety Week, which runs from
28th September to 4th October.
In 20% of accidental dwelling fires in the UK smoke alarms fail to activate. The most common reason was because the fire was outside the
alarm's range. So, we ask householders to install alarms to ensure the whole home is covered. Smoke alarms should be installed in the rooms
used most, this is where a fire is most likely to start.
Only around 15% of households have CO alarms. CO is a highly poisonous gas, which you cannot see, taste or smell. NFCC recommend that
any room with a fuel burning appliance such as an open fire, wood burning stove or gas appliance such as a boiler or cooker should also have a
working CO alarm fitted.
• Install at least one smoke alarm on each level of your home and also in the rooms you use most
• Carbon monoxide alarms should be installed in all rooms where they is fuel burning appliance
• Test all alarms regularly to make sure they work
• Ensure all appliances are installed and maintained correctly by registered and suitably qualified tradespeople
• Alarms don't last forever, replace them at least every 10 years
• If you can, interlink alarms
James Bywater, NFCC Lead for Home Detection commented:
" NFCC want people to think about the risks in their homes and ensure they take action to prevent incidents and ensure they have the right
detection in the right places to be alert if an incident happens. This might mean installing more smoke alarms in your home, particularly in the
rooms used most, and carbon monoxide alarms in all rooms with a fuel burning appliance.
Home detection technology has advanced and products with sealed batteries or interlinked systems are available and as part of your home safety
plan may give you and your family precious time to escape."
For the latest up to date advice and information about keeping your home safe please see @names of fire and rescue service website. If people
need specific advice for their household then contact @name of fire and rescue service on contact details to arrange a home safety check.

Launch day - 28th September

What is happening?
The legislation around the installation of alarms in
homes (rented and owner occupied) differs across the
UK. NFCC welcomed Scotland's legislation changes
to smoke alarms in homes and is working towards
establishing consistent standards across the UK.
We will raise awareness of the risks of CO in the home
- both how to prevent CO incidents and
encouragement to install detectors as second line of
defence.

Suggested social media messaging
• This week is @NFCC_FireChiefs Home Safety Week. Look
out for #SafeHome20 for advice and help on detection to
make your home safer.

• Every home should be protected by adequate detection

suitable for the household needs. @NFCC_FireChiefs
recommend smoke, heat and carbon monoxide detection
for the home #SafeHome20 1/3
Take a look at @NFCC_FireChiefs position statement to
find out where we recommend smoke detection is fitted in
the home for earliest alert to an incident #SafeHome20
https://bit.ly/3lbHALv 2/3
If you have use solid liquid or gas fuel in your home you
should also have CO detection. Find out more in
@NFCC_FireChiefs position statement here https://
bit.ly/3lfS38E #SafeHome20 3/3

What you can do?
Be aware of the NFCC position statements in relation to home
detection and CO.
Does your fire service have data relating to suspected CO
incidents which you can use to identify and address the issue
in your area and support the NFCC position statement?
Update and expand messaging on websites where appropriate
for your fire service. This might be reiterating advice around
testing and minimum recommendations but also advise those
who can, to install more than the minimum requirement to do
so.
Use the week to promote Home Safety Visits ( if appropriate
considering C-19). Even if CO alarms are not fitted by your
FRS the advice to install them can be given if appropriate.
Schedule a social media post ahead of the week
9am 21 September
We will be supporting @NFCC_FireChiefs Home Safety Week 28
September - 4 October. Look out for #SafeHome20 for advice
and help on home detection for fire and Carbon Monoxide

Carbon Monoxide - 29th September/ 4th October
What is happening?
We will raise awareness of the risks of CO in the home
across all fuel types and are work is being guided by
NFCC's agreed position statement.
Prevention advice is the correct installation and
maintenance of appliances can reduce the chances of an
incident.
The installation of CO detectors can prevent death or
injury in the event of an incident.
Workplace - Heads of Prevention - example from
Cumbria FRS of CO Protocol and Form are provided in
Home Safety Week folder which may be useful for
developing your own FRS protocol if this is something
you wish to consider.

Suggested social media messaging

• If your home has cooking or heating appliances which do
not run off electricity, you should also have carbon
monoxide alarms #SafeHome20 #COSafety
• We recommend carbon monoxide alarms should be fitted
in all areas where there is a fuel burning appliance
#SafeHome20 #COSafety

• You may have put off your annual service of fuel burning
appliances due to #COVID19. Annual maintenance can
prevent carbon monoxide poisoning so book your service
now #SafeHome20

What you can do?
NFCC are interested to know if your fire service are collecting
data on CO incidents as this may assist us with future work. If
your FRS does, please can you let us know by emailing
communications@NationalFireChiefs.org.uk
Review CO information on websites and ensure information
covers all fuel types (solid, liquid or gas fuel). Ensure
information about off gas or off grid is included and CO is
covered, this is particularly relevant for more rural/remote areas
of the country. Our information indicates public may have less
awareness of the CO risk beyond gas appliances.
Some FRSs do isssue CO alarms to those at highest risk, if
you do and you are able to you may wish to promote this as
part of the week
• Gas Safe Register (for gas appliances) information and resources
can be found at www.gassaferegister.co.uk
• Heating Equipment Testing and Approval Scheme (HETAS) (for
solid fuel appliances) information and resources (including videos and
leaflets) www.HETAS.co.uk
• Oil Firing Technical Association (OFTEC) (for oil appliances)
www.oftec.org
As governments' commitment to reducing emissions some homes
may be eligible for replacement boilers at no or reduced cost. For
many this may provide the additional benefit of replacing an older
appliance which may show signs of CO https://
www.simpleenergyadvice.org.uk/grants

Carbon Monoxide
Fuels such as natural gas, coal, oil, liquified petroleum gas (LPG), wood, petrol and diesel are likely to produce CO if not burned efficiently.
The first line of defence against CO poisoning should always be correctly installed and maintained appliances in the home, caravans and boats by
registered and suitably qualified tradespeople.
Gas
People may use mains gas or bottled gas (LPG) to run appliances. These can range from gas cookers (hobs and ovens), fires and boilers for hot
water and/or central heating. All of these appliances if not installed and maintained correctly can give off carbon monoxide (CO). These appliances
should be serviced annually by a gas safe engineer - https://www.gassaferegister.co.uk/
If you live in rented accommodation your landlord must arrange for your annual check and be able to show you a gas safety record. It's important
tenants allow engineers to access the home to carry out this work.
In private rented accommodation if the gas appliances are owned by the tenant, they should ensure they are serviced and the landlords responsibility
to look after elements such as gas fittings and flues. In England and Wales private landlords don't have to fit a CO detector in rooms with gas
appliances but we strongly advise all households fit a CO detector in rooms with a fuel burning appliance. In Scotland landlords must provide
CO detection in homes which covers other fuel types.
Off grid
If mains gas is not available households may run appliances off grid. Off grid covers fuels such as liquid petroleum gas (LPG), solid fuel or oil. These
fuels can be used to run a range heating systems and appliances such as wood burners, open fires, AGAs /range cookers, boilers, ovens and hobs.
As with gas you must ensure appliances running on these fuels are correctly installed and annually maintained. In this case you would need an
OFTEC registered engineer to undertake the work for oil systems https://www.oftec.org.uk/Consumers/FindTechnician. In private rented
accommodation there isn't the same legal requirement for landlords produce a safety certificate as in the case of gas, but maintenance of these
systems is covered under BS 5410 and it would be good practice for a landlord to check these systems annually. Tenants should be encouraged to
install CO detectors.
Solid fuel appliances should be installed correctly and annually maintained https://www.hetas.co.uk/find-servicing/ a CO detector must be fitted in
accordance with Building regs document J in England and Wales and Technical handbook 2 in Scotland.In the private rented sector in England and
Wales* the requirement is a carbon monoxide alarm in any room used as living accommodation where solid fuel is used - after that, the landlord must
make sure the alarms are in working order at the start of each new tenancy.

*Wales - new regulations to be introduced 2021 Section 94 of the Renting Homes (Wales) Act 2016 landlords will need to fit carbon monoxide
detectors in all rooms with a fuel burning appliance

Installing smoke alarms - 30th September
What is happening?
NFCC Home Safety Committee will be looking for
change to ensure consistent legislation across the UK
for all homes in line with the position statement and
Scottish legislation.

Suggestions for FRS activity
Update website information. Most people are aware they
need an alarm in circulation spaces ( landings and
hallways), and may think that this means their home is
sufficiently covered. But most fires start in rooms that are
used the most - particularly if these rooms are used for
smoking or have electrical equipment.
Scottish legislation requires additional detection and this
advice is also NFCC's recommendation.
You may wish to include examples or where and how risk
profiles are raised, for example a teenager who has a lot
of electrical equipment in room, a person with mobility
issue or use of candles or heaters in the home.
Alarms can be interlinked wirelessly, so when one alarm
detects a fire they all go off together. This ensures people
are alerted and can react to to a fire as soon as possible.
NFCC encourage the use of interlinked alarms particularly wireless interlinking as this is less intrusive,
more accessible for householders.

Suggested social media messaging
• The main reason for smoke alarms failing to activate in
•

•

•

•

accidental dwelling fires was because the smoke did not reach
the detector #InstallMore #SafeHome20
Does your home have enough smoke detectors? At least 1 on
each level - install alarms in rooms where fires are most likely
to start - usually the rooms that are used most
#InstallMore #SafeHome20
Early warning of fire saves lives. Fires are likely to start in the
most used rooms - install additional alarms in these rooms.
Smoke alarms in rooms used most and a heat alarm in the
kitchen #InstallMore #SafeHome20
Have you seen the smoke alarm legislation in Scotland?
www.firescotland.gov.uk/your-safety/for-householders/fire-andsmoke-alarms-in-scottish-homes.aspx Yes, we like it too!
#SafeHome20
There is differing legislation for home detection in the UK. All
homes should have a standard of fire detection that is
appropriate to the layout, fire risks and hazards within the
home #SafeHome20
NFCC poster available to support messaging

National campaign messaging can also be used

Key messages from NFCC position statement*:
• Fitting a smoke alarm on every floor of a home should be recognised as a minimum standard (in a circulation space such as a hall or
landing).
• It is recommended that, additionally, smoke alarms are fitted in every room in the house which is regularly inhabited (i.e. bedrooms,
living rooms, dining rooms) based upon the fire risk to the occupants.
• NFCC recommend the use of sealed battery smoke alarms
• It is recommended that a heat alarm should be fitted in the kitchen.
• Where possible, these alarms should be inter-linked so that all will actuate if one does.
Messages for the public:
• Fit smoke alarms in the rooms you use most not just in halls and landings
• Make sure your smoke alarms work - test them regularly
• Contact your fire and rescue service if you, or someone you know may need help assessing their fire risk and installing the right alarms in
the right places for their risk
• Telecare users should make sure alarms are linked to their Telecare system
• Use examples of where smoke alarms have saved lives in your local area, this might be where people have been alerted and escaped or
where neighbours have heard and alarm and called for help
Messages to tenants:
Your landlord has a legal and moral duty to protect tenants by fitting and maintaining smoke alarms
Tenants should know how to report a problem with landlords not installing smoke (and CO) alarms
It's up to tenants to test alarms regularly and report a problem ( reflect this in testing messaging)
Tenants should review their needs for their own risks - so they may wish to install more smoke and CO alarms than the law requires
their landlord to install
Messages to partners:
• How to refer high-risk individuals for home safety checks or safe and well visits ( based on what you offer in your region)
• Consider contacting services that may assist with vulnerable people in your community. Local Carers UK groups, contact
local special schools and colleges and ask them to share advice to their community on staying safe in the home
• Encourage THEIR partners in housing to fit and maintain smoke alarms

•
•
•
•

*Scottish Fire and Rescue Service also refer to new 2018 Housing (Scotland) Act covering all homes and amend as necessary (for non SFRS a useful
overview : https://beta.gov.scot/publications/fire-and-smoke-alarms-in-scottish-homes/)

Sealed and interlinked - 1st October
What is happening?
The use of sealed battery smoke alarms has been
incorporated into the NFCC position statement.
Why? Sensors can degrade over time and lose their
effectiveness at detecting smoke. Rather than
replacing a battery every year the entire unit can be
replaced at the end of its effective life.
Units are tamper proof and so battery cannot be
removed. This can be a problem with ionisation
alarms due to their rate of false alarming.
NFCC Home Safety Committee are working with
with manufacturers to encourage the manufacture
and promotion of sealed battery smoke alarms as
part of Home Safety Week and beyond.
NFCC recommend interlinked alarms
Why? Households are more likely to hear their
alarms every if the actuation is in a different part of
the house. Interlinked technology is becoming
more accessible in terms of both cost and
technology. Alarms can be wirelessly interlinked
which for many households is less intrusive than
wired interlinked. In some systems different types
of alarms can be connected ie. Heat and CO.

Suggestions for FRS activity
Can your service arrange an engagement day at a local
DIY store as part of the week? It would be an opportunity to
explain the benefits of certain alarms and provide advice.
Would local DIY stores be able to hold fire service leaflets
either with smoke alarm advice and /or home safety visits
Interlinking alarms is easier (and cheaper) now, ensure your
website has up to date information about the latest smoke
alarm technology.
If appropriate, can this information be passed on a part of
your home safety checks?

Suggested social media messaging
• Missing or defective batteries was one of the main reasons for
smoke alarms failing to activate in accidental house fires in the
UK. Ten-year sealed units mean you don't need to worry about
batteries just #PressToTest #SafeHome20
• Alarms can be interlinked throughout your home, so if one
activates they all do. Wireless interlinking makes this easier
than ever #SafeHome
• A standalone smoke alarm can only monitor and alert in a
limited area. Install smoke alarms in the rooms you use most
and interlink your alarms #SafeHome20
• The sensors in smoke alarms can degrade over time. Replace
all smoke alarms after ten years #SafeHome20
• Sealed smoke alarms mean batteries can't be removed or
tampered with - one less thing to worry about! #SafeHome20

Smoke alarm trouble shooting - 2nd October
What is happening?
NFCC has worked with the main smoke alarm
manufacturers to produce a troubleshooting guides for
smoke alarms.
Fire Angel troubleshooting guide
FireBlitz troubleshooting guide
These can be provided to crews who are installing
smoke alarms to householders so they can take action to
rectify any problems or contact the manufacturer for help
rather than the fire service.

Suggestions for FRS activity
Can your service hand out the relevant manufacturers
trouble shooting guide when you install smoke alarms in
peoples' homes, and/or can this be hosted on your website?
Two guides have been produced by the supplier of FRS
alarms. This may help reduce alarm returns and
replacements to both FRS and manufacturer.

Suggested social media messaging
• If your smoke alarm beeps, bleeps or chirps take a minute to
check it's okay. It might just be trying to tell you it needs
replacing #SafeHome20
• Make sure smoke alarms are not placed in dusty areas and
give them a clean occasionally - Dust can damage the sensor
causing false alarms or your alarms not to work when you need
them to #SafeHome20
• All smoke alarms should be replaced after ten years. Even if
your alarms appears to work when tested, the sensor may have
degraded. This can lead to false alarms or even your alarms
not working when you need them to #SafeHome20
• If you live in rented accommodation your landlord should have
installed smoke alarms. But it is down to you to test them
regularly and report any problems #SafeHome20
• We recommend all home have a heat alarm in the kitchen, a
carbon monoxide alarm in rooms with a fuel burning appliance
and smoke alarms in the rooms used most. #PressToTest and
make sure they work #SafeHome20
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Neighbours' alarms - 3rd October

What is happening?
It has been noted at Home Safety Committee a
number of incidents have occurred across the UK
where a smoke alarm has activated and no action was
taken even though the alarm can be heard from
outside the property. In one fatal fire a smoke alarm
activated for several hours before a neighbour called
999.
NFCC want to reassure people that it is fine to call
999 with good intent.
We don't want people to be complacent when they
hear a smoke alarm - it might not be burnt toast this
time!
Video Content:
https://youtu.be/hHGJ6GOxTEQ
CO in neighbours' homes

Suggestions for FRS activity
Update websites to include what to do information - feel free to
use the NFCC animation on websites and social media
beyond campaign week for this messaging.

Suggested social media messaging
• Here's some advice on what to do if you hear a neighbour's
smoke alarm https://youtu.be/hHGJ6GOxTEQ #SafeHome20
#YourCall
• Call the fire service if you hear a neighbour's smoke alarm. You
might just save a life. Here's Amber's story https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXyXGZ__VWY #SafeHome20
#YourCall
• It's not always obvious there's a fire, some can be small and
smoldering but still deadly. If you hear a smoke alarm and even if
you can't see or smell smoke call the Fire Service on 999
#SafeHome20 #YourCall
• Did you know carbon monoxide can leak into your home from an
attached home? If you have symptoms or your alarms activate
and you can't find a problem in your home, check on your
neighbours #SafeHome20
• Condensation on the inside of your neighbour's window, could be
a sign of carbon monoxide. They might thank you for being a bit
nosey #SafeHome20

